GT Lasersport is traditional clay pigeon shooting with the safety of using lasers
instead of shotgun cartridges. The system is based on deactivated 12 bore shotguns
which are converted to fire infra red beams at flying targets. A hit registers on the
scoreboard in front of the shooters and the highest score wins the round. Clays are
launched from a number of traps at varying angles and speeds to offer each of the 5
shooters the ultimate variation in targets.

GT Lasersport is a fully supervised activity under the watchful eye of a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association (CPSA) level 1 instructor. Due to the system utilising infra red,
there is no kick or loud bang when fired so it is safe, either with or without alcohol.
Audio is available to make your experience as realistic as possible. GT Lasersport
can also be employed at low light or night time events using, specially adapted flash
attachments fitted to each gun allow the shooter to identify if they have hit the
luminous target.

For inclement weather, we also have indoor facilities so not even the Great British
summer will put pay to your event. We are a fully mobile service and only require a
grassy area 10m x 30m or greater to operate. The indoor facilities require significantly
less room and can be adapted to suit your theme should it be required.
Sessions can be adapted to suit any groups of individuals from team building, school
competitions, company competitions, weddings, parties, stag events and small
teaching groups.

A typical layout of an event.

GT Lasersport is run by a Tracy whom is a NHS Nurse and Gary whom is a serving
soldier and a certified CPSA instructor, offering discount to military, schools,
emergency and NHS services.
We aim to facilitate any event and if you have any questions please get in touch.

